Ford Motor Company, The American Road, Dearborn, MI 48025, provides a Limited Warranty on select Ford Performance Parts and mountune® Performance Parts as described herein when installed on late model Ford vehicles. This warranty works in conjunction with -- and does not void -- the Manufacturer's New Vehicle Limited Warranty. It is valid for the original retail purchaser of the vehicle and is transferable to subsequent vehicle owners.

Performance Packs and Component Parts

Performance Packs and Components are warranted for factory-supplied material or workmanship when correctly and completely installed on a late model Ford vehicle by an authorized Ford or Lincoln Dealer, Shelby American, Inc., mountune LLC or an automotive service technician certified by the Institute for Automotive Service Excellence (ASE) or endorsed by the Red Seal Program (RSE). This Performance Packs and Components Limited Warranty begins upon installation and registration of the part(s) with Ford Performance and remains in effect for the balance of 36 months or 36,000 miles / 60,000 kilometres, whichever occurs first, calculated from the start date of the manufacturer's New Vehicle Limited Warranty.

Installation of these select Ford Performance and mountune warranted performance packs and components by an authorized installer will NOT void your New Vehicle Limited Warranty. Engine, driveline and suspension concerns not caused by the use of Ford Performance or mountune parts remain eligible for warranty coverage according to the terms of the New Vehicle Limited Warranty.

Ford Performance and mountune parts are aftermarket parts. The use of Ford Performance and mountune parts may impact the performance characteristics of other systems of the vehicle. Even when operating properly, Ford Performance and mountune parts, such as these, have the potential to adversely impact other systems of the vehicle. If an adverse impact is caused by a warranted Ford Performance or mountune performance pack or component, the period and coverage of this Ford Performance Limited Warranty applies to the repairs.

Premium Fuel Requirement: Customers who purchase power upgrade packs, cold air kits with calibration, engine calibrations, or superchargers are required to use 91-octane or higher (“premium”) fuels at all times. Any failures associated with the non-use of premium fuel will be ineligible for warranty repair.

Performance Handling Pack FR3/FR3A Note: Performance handling packs are designed for "Track Day" ride and handling. Such performance standards suggest the vehicle ride will be more indicative of race performance vehicles. Certain vehicle conditions including, but not limited to, squeaks, rattles and harsh ride related to use of a Performance Handling Pack or components will not be covered under this Limited Warranty. The performance handling pack requires the use of original equipment size wheels only. It is strongly recommended after installation that the alignment be checked to ensure measurements are within factory specifications. Premature tire degradation will not be covered under this Limited Warranty. Contact the Ford Performance Call Center at (800) 367-3788 or fwrnty@ford.com for front end alignment information.

Warranty Registration: This Limited Warranty requires that parts must be purchased from an authorized Ford Performance Distributor and installed by an authorized Ford or Lincoln Dealer, Shelby American, Inc., mountune LLC or an automotive service technician certified by the Institute for Automotive Service Excellence (ASE) or endorsed by the Red Seal Program (RSE). Proof of purchase is required for submission of warranty claims. Registration for this warranty must be submitted through the Ford Performance Call Center at (800) 367-3788 or fwrnty@ford.com with the vehicle identification number (VIN), part installation repair order and date, Ford Performance part number, and owner contact information.
Warranted Performance Packs and Component Parts

The Ford Performance Parts Limited Warranty covers the following select Mustang, Fiesta, Focus, F-150 and Taurus performance pack and component part numbers:

**Mustang GT**

- **Power Upgrade Packs:** M-9452-M8, (2015-17)
- **Cold Air Kits/High-Flow Filters w/ Calibration:** M-9603-M8 (2015-17), M-9603-M8A (2015-17)
- **Shifters:** M-7210-M8 (2015-17), M-7210-MA (2015-17)

**Mustang Ecoboost**

- **Cold Air Kits/High-Flow Filters w/ Calibration:** M-9603-M4 (2015-17)
- **Shifters:** M-7210-M8 (2015-17), M-7210-MA (2015-17)
- **Handling Packs:** M-FR3A-MA, M-FR3A-M8 (2015-17)
- **Exhaust:** M-5230-M4* (2015-17), M-5200-M4* (2015-17)

**Mustang GT350**

- **Shifters:** M-7210-M8A (2015-17)
- **Exhaust:** M-5200-MSS (2015-17)

**Fiesta/Fiesta ST**

- **Shifters:** mountune 2238-BQS-AA (2014-15), mountune 2130-BSA-AA (2012-15)
- **Exhaust:** M-5230-FAC (2011-17), M-5230-FAB (2011-17), M-5200-FAST (2014-17)

**Focus/Focus ST/Focus RS**

- **Power Upgrade Packs:** M-FR1-FSTA (2014-17)


**F-150/F-150 Raptor**

- **Exhaust F-150:** M-5200-F15* (2015-17)
- **Exhaust Raptor 3.5L:** M-5248-F15R* (2017)

**TAURUS SHO**

- **Exhaust:** M-5200-SHOTC (2010-17)
Superchargers MY 2015-2017

Select superchargers are warranted for factory-supplied material or workmanship when correctly and completely installed by an authorized Ford or Lincoln Dealer, Shelby American, Inc. or an automotive service technician certified by the Institute for Automotive Service Excellence (ASE) or endorsed by the Red Seal Program (RSE).

Installation of these select Ford Performance warranted superchargers by an authorized installer will NOT void your New Vehicle Limited Warranty. Engine, driveline and suspension concerns not caused by an installed Ford Performance supercharger remain eligible for warranty coverage according to the terms of the New Vehicle Limited Warranty.

Ford Performance superchargers are aftermarket parts. The use of Ford Performance superchargers may impact the performance characteristics of other systems of the vehicle. Even when operating properly, Ford Performance superchargers, such as these, have the potential to adversely impact other systems of the vehicle. Engine, driveline and suspension concerns caused by an installed Ford Performance supercharger are not eligible for warranty coverage according to the terms of the New Vehicle Limited Warranty or this Ford Performance Supercharger Limited Warranty.

Supercharger Application: Superchargers are covered by this Limited Warranty only when installed by an authorized installer on a 5.0L engine in the vehicle for which they were designed, i.e. the Mustang GT MY 2015-2017 and the Shelby GT MY 2015-2017.

Ford Performance Parts Limited Warranty supercharger coverage: Part Number: M-6066-M8627 is warranted for factory-supplied material or workmanship for 36 months or 36,000 miles / 60,000 kilometres from the vehicle’s original in-service date as determined by Ford OASIS (On-Line Service Information System). Contact (800) 597-6874 for warranty concerns or warranty claim prior approval.

Premium Fuel Requirement: Customers who purchase power upgrade packs, cold air kits with calibration, TracKey/Track Cal engine calibrations, or superchargers are required to use 91-octane or higher ("premium") fuels at all times. Any failures associated with the non-use of premium fuel will be ineligible for warranty repair.

Warranty Registration: This limited warranty requires that parts must be purchased from an authorized Ford Performance Parts Distributor Dealer and installed by an authorized Ford or Lincoln Dealer, Shelby American, Inc. or an automotive service technician certified by the Institute for Automotive Service Excellence (ASE) or endorsed by the Red Seal Program (RSE). Proof of purchase is required for submission of warranty claims. Registration for this warranty must be submitted through the Ford Performance Call Center at (800) 367-3788 or fwrnty@ford.com with the vehicle identification number (VIN), part installation repair order and date, Ford Performance Parts part number, and owner contact information.

Optional Limited Powertrain Warranty: Optional powertrain warranty is available for purchase within thirty (30) days of the service order installation date identified on your installation receipt. Contact ROUSH Performance Customer Service at 800-597-6874 or rppcustomerservice@roush.com.
The following limitations apply to the products covered by this Ford Performance Parts Limited Warranty:

- The purchase invoice(s) is required for submission of warranty claims.
- Where a warranted Ford Performance part is replaced under this Limited Warranty, the replacement Ford Performance part is warranted only for the time remaining in the original Limited Warranty.
- This warranty does not cover parts with:
  - Damage as a result of misuse of a vehicle, such as competitive racing, overloading, driving over curbs or using the vehicle as a stationary power source.
  - Damage or corrosion due to accidents, misuse, negligence, lack of proper maintenance or failure to follow maintenance schedule intervals. Proof of proper maintenance is the owner’s responsibility. Keep all receipts and be prepared to make them available.
  - Damage or surface corrosion from the environment such as acid rain, airborne fallout (chemicals, tree sap), stones, salt road hazards, wind storm, lightning, floods and other natural disasters.
  - Normal wear, tear or deterioration such as discoloration, fading, or blurring.
  - Damage due to improper installation, alteration, including calibration, use related to racing or competition, marine or motorcycle applications, or other non-vehicle usage.

- This warranty does not cover:
  - Non-Ford Performance parts or Genuine Ford replacement parts or accessories which Ford Dealers may sell or install on your Ford vehicle.
  - Parts replaced or labor charges incurred as part of normal vehicle maintenance.
  - Engine damage associated with use of fuels less than 91-octane.
  - Replacement parts or accessories installed on a Ford vehicle in which the odometer has been altered, or on which the actual mileage cannot be readily determined.
  - Replacement parts or accessories used in applications for which they are not designed.
  - Towing, shipping, rental vehicles, loss of time, inconvenience, loss of use or other economic loss to the extent allowed by law, except in the Province of Quebec where reasonable costs of towing and shipping are covered.
  - Parts installed in vehicles registered and/or operated outside the United States or Canada.

- Should Ford Performance modify any currently released parts which apply to this warranty program, Ford Performance is not obligated to update any previously manufactured parts.
- In the Province of Quebec, none of the limitations and exclusions above exclude or restrict the warranty provided for in sections 37 and 38 of the Quebec Consumer Protection Act.

NOTE: Federal and many state and provincial laws prohibit the removal, modification or rendering inoperative of any part that effects emissions or safety on motor vehicles used on public streets or highways. Ford Performance customers are responsible for complying with applicable federal, state, provincial and local environmental laws, including but not limited to, with respect to vehicle emissions. It is the responsibility of the customer to determine if their modified vehicle complies with applicable laws.

THIS LIMITED WARRANTY GIVES YOU SPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS. YOU MAY HAVE OTHER RIGHTS THAT VARY FROM STATE TO STATE AND PROVINCE TO PROVINCE. THIS LIMITED WARRANTY IS THE ONLY EXPRESS WARRANTY APPLICABLE TO THESE PARTS. FORD PERFORMANCE AND FORD MOTOR COMPANY ARE NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY TIME FOR WHICH YOU MAY LOSE THE USE OF YOUR VEHICLE, ANY INCONVENIENCE YOU MIGHT BE CAUSED, THE LOSS OF YOUR TRANSPORTION OR ANY PART THEREOF, OR ANY OTHER INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES YOU MAY HAVE. YOU MAY HAVE SOME IMPLIED WARRANTIES UNDER STATE OR PROVINCIAL LAW, FOR EXAMPLE, THE IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR THE IMPLIED WARRANTY OF FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

Questions or concerns relating to this warranty policy may be answered by contacting the Ford Performance Call Center at (800) 367-3788, International 01 (313) 621-0771, or fwrnty@ford.com.
All Ford Performance Parts are aftermarket parts. Ford Performance parts are not Genuine Ford Parts. Therefore, they may not be used in any application that requires the use of Genuine Ford Parts. The use of Ford Performance parts and components may impact the performance characteristics of other systems of the vehicle. When operating properly, Ford Performance crate engines, performance parts and components have the potential to adversely impact other systems of the vehicle. Except as set forth herein, such damage is the sole responsibility of the consumer and is not covered by this Limited Warranty.

Consumers are solely and completely responsible for evaluating their vehicle to ensure that the vehicle, and each part of that vehicle, is appropriate for this Ford Performance engine, part or component. It is the consumer's sole responsibility to have the performance enhancement parts properly installed on their vehicle along with any modifications necessary for the proper performance of the vehicle. Vehicle damage caused by a consumer's failure to modify the vehicle properly for use of one or more Ford Performance parts and components is not covered by this Limited Warranty and is the sole responsibility of the consumer. This Limited Warranty and/or the New Vehicle Limited Warranty on your vehicle may be voided, either in whole or in part, where the vehicle has been damaged due to a consumer's failure to modify the vehicle properly as necessary for use of Ford Performance parts and components.

Most Ford Performance parts are not sold with a warranty. Ford Performance parts are sold “as is”, “with all faults”, “as they stand” and without any express warranty whatsoever, unless otherwise expressly designated herein. To the fullest extent allowed by the state and federal law, Ford Motor Company expressly disclaims the implied warranties of merchantability and of fitness for a particular purpose, even if a particular purpose is mentioned herein. Ford also expressly disclaims all liability for direct, indirect, special, incidental or consequential damages, including but not limited to, damage or loss of property or equipment, loss of profits or revenue, cost of purchase or replacement of goods, or claims of customers of the purchaser that result from the use of any and all parts or vehicles contained in this catalog. In no event shall the liability of Ford Motor Company, whether in tort, contract or otherwise, exceed the cost of the part or vehicle. However, you may have legal rights which vary from state to state.

Should any parts contained within this catalog prove defective following their purchase, the buyer and not the manufacturer, distributor or retailer, shall assume the entire cost of all necessary servicing and/or repair. The entire risk as to the performance of such parts or vehicles is with the buyer.

No vehicle in this catalog or offering is street legal or certified under federal motor vehicle safety standards and regulations. Vehicles that are not street legal or certified under federal motor vehicle safety standards and regulations are neither intended nor certified for use on public roads. Many of the parts in this catalog are not designed or tested for crashworthiness or to meet the safety needs of the motoring public. Instead, these parts are designed and intended for race vehicles on race tracks with engineers supervising the installation and use of the race parts to ensure that the safety needs of the race driver are met. The racing parts could conceivably be combined in an infinite combination, and the use of some parts on some vehicles could adversely affect the performance of the vehicle or other race parts.

To the extent that a part contained within this catalog comes with a warranty from the original manufacturer, not Ford Performance or Ford Motor Company, the buyer should contact the original manufacturer for any and all warranty repair or replacement. To determine which parts come with a warranty from the original manufacturer, not Ford Performance, please contact the Ford Performance Call Center at (800) 367-3788, fwrnty@ford.com or:
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